






Problem Gambling

›Behavior that causes disruption in any 
major area of life: psychological, 
physical, social, or vocational.
- National Council on Problem Gambling









The Line Between 

Gambling and Gaming is 

Blurred



1. PRIZE: Anything of value the sponsor awards in a 

promotion. 

2. CHANCE: A process beyond the participants direct 

control determines the outcome.

3. CONSIDERATION: Requires money or serious 

effort.



Sound 

Familiar?





Skin in the Game - Counter-Strike has spawned a wild multibillion-dollar world 

of online casino gambling; it's barely regulated and open to any kid who 

wants in. ESPN.com 1/20/17

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RpKH4NdqKtA




Dopamine not released when expecting a loss. Flooded 
with dopamine when expecting a win!

Source: Brain Briefings (2007, October), Society for Neuroscience, Washington, DC





http://www.cnn.com/2016/01/06/health/video-games-addiction-gentile-feat/index.html


“Internet Gaming Disorder”
Repetitive use of Internet-based games, often with 

other players, that leads to significant issues with 

functioning.

The closest thing we have to 

GAMING in the DSM-5…



“Internet Gaming Disorder”
 Preoccupation or obsession with Internet games.

 Withdrawal symptoms when not playing Internet 

games.

 A build-up of tolerance–more time needs to be spent 

playing the games.

 The person has tried to stop or curb playing Internet 

games, but has failed to do so.

 The person has had a loss of interest in other life 

activities, such as hobbies.



“Internet Gaming Disorder”
 A person has had continued overuse of Internet games 

even with the knowledge of how much they impact a 

person’s life.

 The person lied to others about his or her Internet game 

usage.

 The person uses Internet games to relieve anxiety or 

guilt–it’s a way to escape.

 The person has lost or put at risk and opportunity or 

relationship because of Internet games.





 Monitor internet use and set boundaries. 

 Keep internet usage restricted to specific areas of the 

home.

 Take Care of Yourself! Talk to someone you trust about  

potential triggers that may be causing additional 

internet use.

 Get involved in other activities that aren’t online.

 If you see something, say something!



 Game Quitters: www.gamequitters.com

› Online support group for those dealing with gaming addiction.

 reSTART Life: www.netaddictionrecovery.com

› WA based treatment center for those dealing with gaming/internet 

addiction.

 OLGA & OLG-Anon: www.olganon.org

› Follows the same principles of AA  - 12-Step Program and 

Anonymity

 Computer Gaming Addicts Anonymous: www.cgaa.info

http://www.gamequitters.com/
http://www.netaddictionrecovery.com/
http://www.olganon.org/
http://www.cgaa.info/
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